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§ 1. Introduction.

In this paper, we are concerned with the a priori estimate for derivatives of
solutions of the semi-linear elliptic differential equation

Concerning the estimate of this sort, Nagumo obtained a result on the assump-
tion that the coefficients aτj(x) satisfy the Lipschitz condition ([4],2) pp. 211-215,
Theorem 2), and thereafter Simoda [5] and the author [3] improved Nagumo's result
on the assumption that the coefficients ctij(x) satisfy the Holder condition.

As, however, it is desirable from a theoretical point of view, that we have the
a priori estimate under the weakest possible condition on the continuity of the
coefficients #*/#)» we shall form, in this paper, an a priori estimate of the same
type as obtained in the above-cited papers, provided that the coefficients aij(x) satisfy
the Dini condition.

The Dini condition which we impose on the coefficients aτj(x\ is more restrictive
than usual, but it seems to be considerably general.

Our method of proof in this paper is analoguous to one in the previous paper
[3], which was composed of Nagumo's one and Cordes' modified results [2]. There-
fore, the parts of the proof which can be carried out in the same way as in the
previous paper, will often be omitted.

In §2, we shall give two definitions concerning Dini functions, and prove two
lemmas in regard to the properties of Dini functions given in these two definitions.

In § 3, we state the main result of this paper, whose proof is left to § 5. A set
of lemmas will be made in §4, and two other results will be proved in §6.

§2. Dini functions φ(t).

In this section, we make some preliminary remarks on Dini functions φ(f)
which define the modulus of continuity of the coefficients a,ιj(χ) in the differential

Received August 24, 1964.
1) du/dx denotes the w-dimensional real vector (du/dxi, du/dx2, ••
2) The numbers in the brackets refer to the list of references at the end of this paper.
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operator Σ?,j=ιaίj
For the sake of convenience we first give the following definitions.

DEFINITION 1. We say that a real-valued function φ(t) satisfies the condition
<d<+oo), if

(i ) ψ(t) is continuous and non-negative in an interval /: Q^t^δ',
(ii) ψ(t) is monotone increasing in 7;3)

(iii) we have

(iv) φ(f) is concave below in / in the weak sense.4)

DEFINITION 2. We say that a real-valued function φ(t) satisfies the condition
(£>'(<5))(0<<5<-|-oo), if

( i ' ) φ(t) is continuous and non-negative in an interval 7: O^t^δ, and twice
continuously differentiate in the interval /': Q<t^δ;

(ii7) dφ(t)/dt^Q in /';
(iii') we have the same as the condition (iii) of (D(δ)) 9

(iv7) d2φ(t)/dt2^Q in Γ.

As a Dini function we shall take, in this paper, a function satisfying the
condition (D(δ)), but we shall need a function satisfying the condition (D'(δ)) in
lemmas.

For any functions φ(t\ φ(t) satisfying the conditions (D(δ)) or (D'(δ))t we put
in general

t

It is obvious that a function ψ(t) (or φ(t)) satisfying the condition (D(δ)) (or
(D'(δ))) tends to zero as t—>+0, and the corresponding function Φ(f) (or Φ(t)) does so.

We shall now prove the following:

LEMMA 1. Let <p(t) be a function satisfying the condition (D(S)\ Then, for any
positive number 17>0, there exists a function φ(t) satisfying the condition (D'(δ)),
such that

in the interval /: Q^t^δ.

Proof. If φ(t)=Q for some value / in the interval Γ: Q<t^δ, then, by virtue

3) That is, the inequality φfa^φfa) holds for any tlt tzel, such that
4) That is, the inequality φ(td+φ(tώ<£ϊφ((tι+WΣ) holds for any ίi t
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of the conditions (ii), (iv) of (D(δ)), we see φ(f)=Q in the interval /, and hence, in
this case we have only to take φ(f)=φ(t)=Q. We can therefore assume φ(t)>Q in
the interval /'.

Let rf be a positive number such that η'^ηlδ. Then the function

satisfies the condition (D(δ)) and the inequalities

in /;

φ(t)<φ(t) in /',

and moreover this function φ(t) is strictly monotone increasing with respect to t in
7.5) Consequently, by putting tQ=δ, we can determine uniquely a decreasing sequence
of positive numbers {4} so that φ(tk+l)=φ(tk) (&=0, 1, 2, ••-).

If we draw the curves y=φ(t), y=φ(t) on the (t, #)-plane, and denote the points
(4, φ(tkί) by Pic, then the points Pk lie on the curve y=φ(t), and by connecting each
couple of two points (Pk, Pk+ί) by the segment PkPk+i, we have a concave polygon
y=π(t) with an infinite number of vertices {Pkί k=0, 1, •••}, such that φ(f)<π(f)
^φ(f) in Γ and y>(0)=;τ(0)=0(0)=0.

As there are no points of the curve y=φ(t) in a sufficiently small neighborhood
£4 of each vertex Pky we obtain a desired curve y=φ(t) by modifying the polygon
y=π(t) in the neighborhoods £4.

LEMMA 2. L0ί 0(0 δ^ α function satisfying the condition (D'(d)) and let φ(t)
be a function defined by the expression

Then φ(f)lt is improperly integrable over the interval I: Q^t^δ, and we have

where
Γ t fn(f\

-dt.

Proof. Since it holds that

φ(τ)-φ(τ/2)=\ —Jl-dt^—^— \ <#= — .„ ,
Jτ/2 aτ aτ ί=ΓJr/2 ^ I aτ

for 0<τ^^, we see

5) That is, 5>(fι)<5>(£2) f°
r anY ^ι» ̂ ^ such that ίι<ί2

6) For a function 0(f), the notation g(t)\t=τ means the value of g(t) at t—τ.
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lim
r-»+0

We have therefore on integrating by parts,

by which this lemma can be easily proved.

§3. Statement of main result.

We use the notations diu for du/dxi and didjU for 32uldxidxj. x and dxu denote
the n-dimensional real vectors (xlt xz, •••, xn) and (d^u, d2u, ••-, dnu) respectively. We
use di'u for dufdxi' and the notations of the same kind for the others too.

We define |#(n — #C2) | and \dxu\ as follows:

1/2 f w 11/2

In the present section, we state a theorem about the a priori estimate for
derivatives of solutions of the semi-linear elliptic differential equation

(3. 1) L(u)= Σ aij(x)didju=f(x, u, dxu).
^,J=1

Let D be a bounded domain with the boundary D in the ^-dimensional Eucli-
dean space and let d be the diameter of D.

Let (aίj(x)) be a symmetric matrix satisfying the uniform ellipticity condition
with two positive constants A, Ά, (Λ^Λ):

(3.2) 4lf l 2 ^ Σ <n
^,J=1

for any real vector f=(ίι, f2, •••, in) and for any point xςD. Furthermore, the
coefficients au(x) are supposed to satisfy the condition:

11/2

for any xa\ x^εD such that |^α)— ̂ (2)|^^, where φ(t) is a function satisfying the
condition (D(δ)) given in §2.

Let © be a (2^+1) -dimensional domain defined by

where M is a positive quantity and p denotes the ^-dimensional real vector (plt pz,
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We suppose that the function f(x, u, p) is defined in the domain ©, and satisfies
the condition of growth order with respect to p:

(3.4)

for any (x, «,/>)€©, where B and Γ are positive constants.

THEOREM 1. Suppose that the above-mentioned hypotheses are fulfilled. Let
u(x) be a solution of the equation (3. 1), belonging to C2[Z)]7) and satisfying \u(x)\
^M, and let N be the oscillation of u(x) in the domain D.

If the condition

,o ΓN r BN

(3.5)

is fulfilled, then we have

(3.6) \dχU(ά)\^C™p(a)-1 Osc

for any point a^D, where p(a)= dist(#, D\ and Cα) and C(2) are positive constants
depending only on A, A, B, Γ, N, n, d, δ and on the function φ(t).

The proof of this theorem is left to §5, and especially the dependence of the
constants Ccυ, C(2) on 4, Ά, B, Γ, TV, », d, § and φ(f) will be made clear at the end of § 5.

§ 4. Lemmas.

We use a letter r for \x\ = {ΣJi=\Xi*}l/* S|To] denotes a closed sphere r^r0, and
^r0] denotes the family of all functions which are v times continuously dif-

ferentiable in S[r0], where r0 is a positive real number.

LEMMA 3. Let u(x) be a function belonging to C2[r^r0] and let φ(f) be a
function satisfying the condition (/)'(ro)). Then we have

II
1/2

ί r iα/2(11) -IL
1/2ί r » 1

^^0

2 \ Σ (̂ w)2 )̂̂ ^lJr^r 0 ι=l J

7) C2[Z>] denotes the family of all functions which are twice continuously differen-
tiable in D.

8) The notation Qsc\x-a\gpζa){u(x')} denotes the oscillation of u(x) in the sphere \x—a\
<^(tf) possessing the point a as the center,
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where c is a positive constant depending only on n, but not on r0, and φ(r) is a
function defined by

(4-2)

Proof. Suppose, in the first place, that u(x) belongs to C3[r^r0], and multiply
the identity

Σ (^juγ-
tj=l

by the factor k(r)==φ(r)r2-n(ro2—r2)2, and integrate the result over the sphere S[rQ].
Then, on integrating by parts we obtain

f=( Σ (8idjU)2k(r)dx-( (Δuγk(r)dx
Jr^ro ι,j=l Jr^ro

(4.3)

Σ (di - Σ dx.

Furthermore, by the limiting process, it can be shown that the above relation
(4. 3) holds for any u(x)€C2[r^rQ].

Now, since

, , ., , XiXi \ d2k(r) 1 dk(r) \ δ<, dk(r)
dίdjk(r}-~ή-\~^ 'r~~dΓΓ~7"W

and Σ?=ιXίdίu=rdrU=rdu/dr, we have

(4. 4) Σ (3*«)(3y«)3Λ*(r)= (^^-^-^1(^)2+— -̂  Σ (̂ )2

Hence, by the expression (4. 4) and the formula

Δk(r}= d*k(r) n-1 dk(r\
dr2 r dr '

it is easily seen that the integrand 70 in the right-hand side of the relation (4. 3)
has the form

where

d2k(r) n-2 dk(r) d2k(r) 1 dk(r)
*~ 2 + ' 2~dr2 r dr ' 2~ dr2 r dr '

Moreover, by making use of the inequality Σ?=ι(dίU)2^(dru)2, we get
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We next evaluate the two terms Λ and /2.
Since

we obtain

where

, rH(r0

2-r2)2, P5(r0, r)-{-(2^-

Consequently, the inequalities

yield

where ζ?(r) is the function defined by the expression (4. 2).
If we put

'=r<r4 Max Max

then cf is a positive constant depending only on n, but not on r0, and we get

from which the desired inequality (4. 1) follows with c=^/cf,
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LEMMA 4. Let aij(x) be continuous functions defined in the sphere S[r0] and
satisfying the condition

for any point x£S[rQ] and for a positive constant ε not depending on x.
If φ(t) is a function satisfying the condition (.D'(ro)) and if ?/(#)€ C2[r^r0], then

we have

1/2

( \ Σ
[ Jr^ro ιtj=

^ T^— \\ ( Σ
I —β Ur^ro \ι,j=

C ί Γ w 1

+ 1^—ro8 \ Σ(9ι«)2ί(r)r-«^
1 —ε [Jr^roi=l J

1/2

—i

1/2

where c and φ(r) are the same as in Lemma 3.

By using Lemma 3 and by adopting the function φ(r)rz~n instead of r2+a~n, we
can easily prove this lemma as Lemma 2 in the previous paper [3].

LEMMA 5. Let aij(x) and u(x) be the same as in Lemma 4. If ψ(f) be a
function satisfying the condition (D(r0)) and if we put

Φ(f)=\

Jo

then we have

f p n 1/2

(4. 5) U ^ Σχ (dtdjuγφ(r)r*-*(rS--r*)*dx

Γn{Kn)}1/2Max
1 — S

where c is the same as in Lemma 3, and ωn denotes the surface area of the n-
dimensional unit sphered

Proof. Let η be a positive number. Then, by virtue of Lemma 1 in § 2, there
exists a function φ(f) satisfying the condition (D'(ro)), such that

(4.6)

9) That is, α>«=2^/2/
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in the interval

f f n
ι = \ Σ

[Jr^r0z,j=l

\ p n

^ \ Σ
(Jr^r0ι,j=l

YOSHIKAZU HIRASAWA

Therefore, we get by Lemmas 2 and 4,

11/2

1/2

1/2

2K Σ
l J r ^ r 0 z = l

where

Since tdφfdί^Q in the interval 0<^r0, the function

Ψ(t)=2φ(t)+Φ(t)

satisfies the inequality

in the interval 0<^r0, and further, it follows from the inequality (4. 6), that

in the interval 0^/^
Thus, we obtain

1/2Max

and making -η—>0, we have the inequality (4. 5).

LEMMA 6. Let G(x, ξ) be Green's function of Laplace's equation Λu=Q with
respect to the sphere S[r0], and let f(x) be a bounded measurable function in S[r0]:
(\f(x)\^M). Then we have the estimate

where ω^ denotes the surface area of the n-dimensional unit sphere, and
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For the proof of this lemma, see Lemma 3 in a paper of Akδ [1], p. 384.

§5. Proof of Theorem 1.

Let a be a point of D and let Σκ be a closed sphere denned by

whose boundary is denoted by Σκ.
If we put

μf= Max {\dxu(x)\pg(x)}, pκ(x)= dist (x, Σκ\
x£Σκ

then there exists a point x(0) in the interior of Σκ, such that

\dxu(x^)\pκ(x^) = μκ.

Let x'—Tx be a linear transformation of variables, by which we have

Σ aij(x™)didju(x) = Σ di'di'u'(x'), u'(x')=u(T~lx'\
z,j = l ι = l

and further put

f(x, u, dxu) = f(x', uf, dvu'),

Now, let λ be a positive constant, and let S(>0 and S(2^ be two concentric closed
spheres with radii λpf(x™) and 2Λp,Oco)) and having the point xw'=Txw as the
common center.

If the constant λ is so small that

then, as in the proofs in the papers [3], [4],10) we obtain

S( i) cSC2^) c T(ΣK\

and

(5 2) |a.«(a?)|

10) See [3], pp. 62-63 [4], pp. 212-213.
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(5. 3) I f'(xf, u\x'\ dx,u'(x'))\ = I f ( χ , u(x\ dxu

for any #'=!
Furthermore, let G(x', f) be Green's function of the equation JVΞΞ2f=1(V3iV

=0 with respect to the sphere S^ and let h'(xr) be the harmonic function defined

in Su) and taking the boundary values u'(x') on the boundary S^ of the sphere
S(ί). Then the following inequality can be obtained also in the same manner as
in the proofs in the papers [3], [4]:

(5.4)

where

(II) =

(HI) =

and ωn denotes the surface area of the ^-dimensional unit sphere.
Moreover, we see

CD ^

(Π) rg
2B(n)
n+l

(5.5)

and

(5.6)

where B(n)=B(l/2,
This time, we attack the estimate of the third term (III) in the right-hand

side of the inequality (5. 4).
It follows from the property of the transformation x'~Tx and the condition

(3. 3), that

Σ(M*')-W ^-r
1/2

(5.7)

if ^/A\x'-x™'\^.
Consequently, by making use of the estimate

11) In order to form this estimate, we use Lemma 6,
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and by putting r=\ξ—#(0)/| and rι=λpκ(xw), we obtain

I f [ » p/ar JL I 1/ 2

(III) ^ \ |d;c/G(#co)/, f ) l l Σ 0^y~^/?))2f i
β>n Js(a) Uj=l J It

(5.8)
1/2

where the constant >ί is taken so small that λ*/A pκ(χw)^δ.
Moreover, the inequality

(5. 9) 2pκ(x

shows that the inequality (5. 8) has the meaning if only we take λ so small that

Now, since

11/2

S
\n

, Σ (W«'
r£n[ι,j=l

ί Γ _ I 1/2 f p w __ 1

^ \ φ(*/Άr}r-dξ \ Σ (di'd/u'GWrtt/Άryr*-* dξ
[Jrgri J I J r ^ nι,j=l j

f p ro _

H Σ (3i'3/«'(f)W>v/Jϊr)f -
l J r ^ π ι , J = l

1/2

we get easily

1 1/2 f p w

\ Σ W3/u
Ur^rot j=l

by putting r0=2rι=2>ίioΛ(^<:o)) and by taking λ so small that

(5.ιo)

Hence, by observing

we have

1 _ 1 1/2 f p 71 _ 11/2

ΦO/ ϊΌ) \ Σ (^'^V^Mx/^r2-^2-^)2^ ,
J lJr^r 0 ι , j=l J

where K'=
We next modify the above estimate by making use of Lemma 5 in §4.
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The function φ(\/ 'AT) satisfies the condition (D(r0)), and it is seen by virtue of
the inequalities (5. 1), (5. 7) and (5. 10), that if the constant λ is taken so small that

(5.11) and

we can choose 1/2 as s in Lemmas 4 and 5 in §4. Therefore, taking λ in this
manner, we obtain by Lemma 5,

(III) ^

Σ M

r0Max

Max |

+cMax\dx,u'(ξ)\

where

(5.12)

and c is the positive constant given in Lemma 3, which depends only on n.
On the other hand, it follows from the estimates (5. 2) and (5. 3), that

Σ

for any α?' =

we have

(5.13)

, and hence, by putting

^
which is the last form of the estimate of the third term (III) in the right-hand
side of the inequality (5. 4).

Now, since

(5. 14) \d«,u'(x™')\

it follows from the inequalities (5. 4), (5. 5), (5. 6) and (5. 13), that
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and consequently we obtain

_^_ i

where

B(ri)

We remark here that, for the validity of the inequality (5. 15), it is sufficient to
take λ so small that the inequality (5. 11) holds.

Furthermore, since

-73

by virtue of the condition (3. 5), the constant λ can be taken so small that

(5. 16) {l-V(*fadλ}Cι}*>WCύ(λ-ιC*\

(5.17) l

If we determine λ in this manner, then an algebraic equation in X:

possesses two distinct real positive roots R^ Rz(^<Rι<Rz\ and we have either of
the two following inequalities:

or Rz^μκ.

We see however that μκ depends continuously on K and lim*.^ 0^=0, and
therefore it holds that

μ* ^ Ri.

Thus, by making /c— >1, we get
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and by observing

„ . 4C0C2 ^ 4C2

we have the desired estimate

\dxu(ά)\ ^C^p(ά)~l Osc

where Cα) and C(2) are positive constants depending only on A, A, B, Γ, N, n, d,
δ and the function φ(t).

Exactly writing, we obtain

Γ

where B(n)=B(l/2, (n+l)/2)-\ K=±nlA and

(5.18)

The dependence of the constants Cα) and CC2) on the function ψ(f) is seen from
the definition (5. 18) of the function Ψ(t) and from the restriction that we must
choose λ so small that the inequalities (5. 11), (5. 16) and (5. 17) hold.

§6. Other results.

In cases where the growth order of the function /(#, u, p) with respect to p is
less than in Theorem 1, we have the following results.

THEOREM 2. If we suppose the condition

(6.1) \ f ( x ,

instead of the condition (3. 4) in Theorem 1, then the condition (3. 5) may be omitted
and we have

(6.2) \dxu(a)\^C^p(a)~1 Osc (u(x)} +C(2) p(a)
|α?-α|£/<α)

for any point aςD, where Cα) and C(2) are positive constants depending only on A,
A, B1 ', Γ, n, d, δ and the function ψ(t).

Proof. In this case, we obtain, instead of (5. 6) and (5. 13),

(6. 3) (11)
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(6. 4)

and therefore it follows from (5. 4), (5. 5), (5. 14), (6. 3) and (6. 4), that

We thus have

(6.5)

where

[1- {

Osc

By taking ^ so small that

(6.6)

we obtain

(6.7)

from which the estimate (6. 2) follows along the same lines as in the proof of
Theorem 1.

THEOREM 3. If we suppose the condition

(6.8) I/(*,«,

instead of the condition (3. 4) in Theorem 1,
and we have

condition (3. 5) omitted

(6.9) -1 Osc (u(x)}+K™p(ά)

for any point a^D, where K^ and K™ are positive constants depending only on
A, A, Γ, n, d, δ and on the function φ(t).
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Proof. In this case, we get also the inequality (6. 5) and we see that Cι=0,

and C/, C2 are the same as in the proof of Theorem 2.

Hence, by choosing λ so small that

Min

(6. 10)

we have the inequality (6. 7), from which the estimate (6. 9) follows along the same

lines as in the proof of Theorem 1.
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